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Language Learning and Probabilities

Learning word meanings:
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A dax! Look at the dax!

dax means dog



Language Learning and Probabilities

Anticipating the next words:

She is drinking   
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coffee

a chair doogh

hot cocoa

lemonadeUsing knowledge given the 
situation: hot drink is better 
on a cold day.

lemonade

In a cold winter day, she is drinking



Combining Evidence & Knowledge
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hot cocoa

lemonade

In a cold winter day, she is drinking
evidence

h1

h2

The Bayes rule:
likelihood prior

posterior

P(e)



Evidence & Knowledge in Action

Let’s calculate the probability of each hypothesis!
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hot cocoa

lemonade

In a cold winter day, she is drinking
evidence

h1

h2



When Hypotheses Are Classes

Many language processing tasks are classification!
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H1: the cat class H2: the dog class

classification



Sentiment Analysis

Positive/negative orientation (sentiment) of text:
● Book, restaurant, movie and product reviews
● Political text
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Spam Detection

Classify email to spam and non-spam
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“Dear winner”; “Click this link”; “Urgent: send me your 
credit card information”; ...



Authorship Attribution

Find the text author and author’s characteristics:
● Gender, age, etc
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Learning Word Representations

Word2Vec models:
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Class 1: positive examples
Class 2: negative examples

chase

milk

run
purr

bank

Ph.D.

money

book

soap

shout



Classification: Formalism

Given an input & fixed classes C=c1, c2, …, cM, find:
● the predicted class ci
● The probability of each class

Supervised training: uses data points & their 
gold-standard labels, (d1, c1), (d2, c2), …, (dN, cN)

Goal: Find the correct class for the new data point 
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documents



Discriminative models

Classification Algorithms

Generative models
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likelihoodposterior

prior

=

Full distribution Easier to train

Can use prior info Used more in practice

Naive Bayes Support Vector Machine 
& Word2Vec



Naive Bayes Classifier: Input
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bag-of-word representation



Find the best/correct class for the document:

Naive Bayes Classifier: Formulation
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posterior

i.e., the class with the  maximum posterior prob.
M.A.P estimation

What are the disadvantages of this?

How do we calculate P(c|d)?  Let’s expand it.



Find the best/correct class for the document:

Naive Bayes Classifier: Formulation
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posterior

priorlikelihood

Is P(d) of important?



How do we calculate P(d|c)?

Represent the document as a set of features.

Naive Bayes Classifier: Formulation
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priorlikelihood



How do we calculate P(f1,f2,...,fn|c)?

Naive Bayes assumption: Independent features.

Naive Bayes Classifier: Formulation
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Given a new document:

Practical trick:

Naive Bayes on Documents
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Let’s Look an Example!
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Let’s Look an Example!
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What is P(“predictable” | +)?

Unknown words (words not in V) are removed.

Add-one  Smoothing
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Adding prior 
probability to 
unseen words.



Naive Bayes Demo
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Improving Sentiment Analysis

Binarize the frequency of a word in a document.
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What are other possible scores?



Improving Sentiment Analysis

Dealing with negation:

I didn’t love the food vs I loved the food. 

Add a prefix after negation (n’t, not, no, never)

I didn’t NOT-love NOT-the NOT-food:
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Improving Sentiment Analysis

Use sentiment lexicons when there is no enough 
labeled training data.
● Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
● NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon 
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Use Two features -- positive vs negative words 



Naive Bayes as a Language Model

Model prob. of generating sentences in the lang.

NB: set of class-specific unigram lang. models.
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Likelihood of a sentence:

How can we calculate P(s)?



Evaluating Classifier Performance
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Consider a binary detection task.
● Label text spam (positive) or ~spam (negative).

Gold labels: human labels used as ground truth.
● Gold label is either spam (true) or ~spam (false).

Need metrics to quantify classifier’s performance.



Evaluation Metrics: Precision/Recall
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Accuracy is a natural metric, but rarely used.
● Problem with unbalanced classes.  (Why?)

Precision: correctly labeled + / all labeled +.

Recall: correctly labeled + / all truly +.

F-measure combines both: harmonic mean.
● Weighs min of two more heavily.
● Who to invite to your valentine’s day party?



Evaluation Metrics
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